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Abstract 
The multigrid W-cycle for the solution of sparse linear systems implemented with Galerkin schemes on the coarse levels 
is considered. It is shown that the recalculation of the fine-level residual in the middle of the W-cycle is unnecessary 
since it yields an algorithm which is mathematically equivalent to the one in which such recalculation is not used. 
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Let k be a positive integer denoting the number of levels used in a multigrid method. Let 
nl<n2< ... <nk be positive integers denoting the orders of the coefficient matrices used in the 
various levels of the multigrid method. The aim of the method is to solve the linear system of 
equations 
AkX = b, (1) 
where x and b are nk-dimensional vectors (X is the vector of unknowns) and Ak is a matrix of order 
nk. For 1 <i < k - 1, let q+, be the operator of prolongation from level i into level i + 1, that is, 
E+l is an ni+l x ni rectangular matrix and Ri+l be the operator of restriction from level i + 1 into 
level i, that is, Ri+l is an ni x ni+l rectangular matrix. (The 8’s and Ri’s are not specified here.) For 
i=k- 1, k-2,..., 1, define the coarse-level coefficient matrices (see [ 1, 31) by 
Ai = Ri+lAi+l8+1. (2) 
For 1 <i < k, consider the linear system of equations 
Aix = Y, (3) 
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where x and Y are ni-dimensional vectors (X is the vector of unknowns). Let ‘+’ stand for substi- 
tution. Let S(Aj,r;xin) denote a function returning the result of a relaxation on the Eq. (3) with the 
initial guess xh and let S(Ai) denote the corresponding iteration matrix. Let E be a positive integer 
denoting the cycle index (e = 1 yields a V-cycle and E = 2 yields a W-cycle). In the following, we 
describe two multigrid algorithms for the solution of (3): 
MG(“(Ai, ~7 E, i;Xin,xout): 
ifi=l 
X o”t = A;% 
otherwise: 
Xin + S(A,, ? Xin) 
ei, = 6 
MG(‘)(Ai-l,&(r -AiXin),~i - l;ein,eout> 
% + eout I 
repeat E times 
x OUt = Xin + 4eout 
Xout + w,, r; Xout >. 
MGc2’(A. r E i*Xin,Xo,,t): 1, 9 3 > 
ifi=l 
X O”t = Al% 
otherwise: 
Xin + S(Ai,CXin) 
MG’2’(Ai_l, Ri(r - AiXin), E, i - 1; 8, e,,,) 
Xin + Xin + PI:eout 1 
repeat E times 
X out = S(Ai~ r; Xin 1. 
Clearly, both MG(‘) and MGc2) yield iterative methods for the solution of (3). Note that for E = 1 
MG(‘) and MGc2) are the same and for E > 1 they differ only in that in MG(‘) Xin is updated after each 
recursive call to MGc2) and, therefore, 
call. 
Theorem 1. I;or any tz 2 1, MG(‘) and MGc2) are mathematically equivalent. 
the residual must be recalculated before the next recursive 
(A Proof. For j = 1,2, let Mi denote the iteration matrix for the MG(i) algorithm defined above. Let 
qT2’ be the preconditioning matrix corresponding to MG(‘) and 7’5’) be the preconditioning matrix , 
corresponding to E consecutive iterations of MG(‘), that is, 
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where I denotes the identity matrix of a suitable order. In order to prove the theorem it is sufficient 
to show that, for 1 <i< k, 
My = M.0’ I I * (5) 
This can be done by induction on i = 1,2,. . . , k. Indeed, (5) holds trivially for i = 1. Let 1 <j d k 
be fixed and assume that (5) holds for i = j - 1. Using (4), the induction hypothesis, the binom 
theorem of Newton and (2) we have (see [2]) 
My’ =S(Aj)(Z - PjT;?‘;‘RjAj)“S(Aj) 
=S(Aj)(I - pj(Z - Mf’,)AJ_‘,RjAj)“S(Aj) 
=S(Aj)(I - pi(l - Mi(!\)Ay/,RjAj)“S(Aj) 
=S(Aj) 2 ’ ( 0 c-4(1 - M,‘i),)A~J,RjAj)” S(Aj) m=~ m ) 
=S(Aj) ( I-eA;_‘,RjAj + e(-l)” ’ 0 q(I - M~l\)mA~llRjA, S(Aj) m=O m ) 
= S(Aj) I - eA;_‘,RjAj + f$ ( m=O 2(-l )” (:) (I-~jY~)m)A~J~RjAj)S(Aj) 
= S(Aj)(I - PjATAlRjAj + Qbf~I~A~IRjA,)S(Aj) 
= S(Aj)(I - ~T’~‘;‘RjAj)S(Aj) =Mj”e ??
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